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Abstract—Millimeter-Wave (mmWave) systems offer extremely large Band-Width (BW) and highly Line-of-Sight (LOS) dominant channels. Many beamforming and power allocation techniques have recently emerged to leverage such channel characteristics in order to enhance the sum capacity and the coverage for multi-user transmissions. However, most of the existing algorithms are practically limited due to full channel knowledge and high complexity requirements. In this paper we introduce a novel, low complexity, angular based beamforming and power allocation framework, that requires the knowledge of the main contributive Directions of Arrival/Departure (DoAs/DoDs) of the propagation channel only. Exploiting the fact that propagation conditions are highly driven by the geometrical structure of the channel in mmWave scenarios, our method relies on the estimation of the leakage caused by each User Equipment (UE) on all the other UEs, approximated from the DoAs contributions. We prove with the simulation results that this approach, in addition to be practically plausible, can enhance the network Spectral Efficiency (SE) alongside with maintaining acceptable data rates for the cell edge UEs.

Index Terms—Massive MIMO, mmWave, Digital beamsteering, Leakage based power allocation, LOS channel, DoA

I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, wireless communication networks started witnessing a growing demand for higher data rates and better coverage [1]. Massive MIMO [2] mmWave [3] systems have evolved as win-win key enablers for the future generation of wireless networks (5G) to support higher achievable data rates. Due to the wide Band-Width (BW) and high antenna gains, Massive MIMO mmWave systems are able to achieve very high per User Equipment (UE) peak data rates of tens of Gigabits per second (Gbps).

Moreover, densely deploying small cells with high data rate requirement and small per cell coverage area encourages using new solutions adapted to Line-of-Sight (LOS) channels. Accordingly, today it is well recognized that the future networks should embed a wireless component relying on the joint benefit of mmWaves, massive MIMO and small cells.

However, working at several tens of Gigahertz imposes a lot of hardware and channel implications that need to be tackled in order to unleash the high potentials of massive MIMO [4]. From a baseband signal processing point of view, efficient usage of large antenna arrays through digital beamforming techniques attracts huge interest in the perspective of improved Energy Efficiency (EE) and Spectral Efficiency (SE) using smart multi-user separation in the spatial domain. However, a central issue is to ensure the availability of the Channel State Information (CSI) of the Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO) channel at the transmitter upon which digital beamforming strategies are based.

Many optimization algorithms have highlighted that power allocation in MU MIMO [5], [6] and MU Massive MIMO [7] systems, is an additional processing layer which can lead to substantial improvements of the system’s SE and EE. However, these algorithms focus only on optimizing the objective function, without considering the computational complexity, latency and overhead constraints. Complexity problems have partially been addressed in [8], [9] where the authors focus their effort on improving the performance of low complexity linear precoders such as the Conjugate Beamforming (CB). It is interestingly shown that such simple precoders can achieve considerable gains in SE and EE when coupled together with an interference wise power allocation. Though, the proposed iterative algorithms can’t scale with Massive MIMO-ultra dense networks’ low latency-low overhead requirements.

Contrary to the aforementioned algorithms, some other interesting perspectives appeared with introducing the Leakage Based - Power Allocation (LB-PA) [10] solution. Such approach is a low complexity, closed form non iterative one. It aims at minimizing the interference each UE generates to all the other UEs which is referred to as leakage. Such an approach is interesting to pursue together with finding an answer to the channel estimation overhead minimization.

In previous work [11], [12], we introduced the Digital Beam-Steering (DBS) precoding concept as a simple frequency flat - angle based beamforming technique which can be viewed as the MU extension of the Analog Beam-Steering (ABS). It is considered an interesting paradigm for the mmWave Massive MIMO systems due to its low complexity and low overhead. In the case of a propagation scenario strongly conditioned by the LOS component of the channel, as is the case in mmWave and/or in the small-cell environment, it is favorable to implement a precoder such as DBS which maximizes the emitted power only in the main direction of each user. In this paper, we investigate the potentials of DBS precoding through coupling it with an interference wise power allocation in a hierarchical framework. More precisely, we propose to couple DBS with LB-PA in order to ensure the low complexity of our scheme. Moreover, we derive closed form simplifications for the LB-PA to adapt it to the DBS low overhead. Thus, in our introduced approach...
the DoAs information is only required and the full Channel State Information at the Transmitter (CSI) requirement is relaxed.

Therefore, contribution of the introduced framework in this paper compared to the previous Massive MIMO beamforming and power allocation algorithms in the literature can be summarized as follows:

- **Angular Analysis**: We present a DBS - LB-PA framework that depends only on DoA information with multiple simplifications and evaluate the performance in each case. Thus, relaxing the full CSI requirement.
- **Scalability**: Due to the low complexity of our solution it can scale with increasing the number of antennas and it can be implemented at sophisticated mmWave Digital Signal Processing (DSP). Also, due to the low overhead, our solution can be used for coordination between cells in multi-cell environments through relaxing the backhaul constraints.
- **Coverage and Outage Analysis**: In this paper we provide analysis for the coverage achieved by the DBS - LB-PA. We prove by simulation results that it achieves low outage probability together with enhancing the sum SE.

For baseline scenarios, we decouple the beamforming and power allocation problems in order to ensure a flexible framework. We consider two classical precoding techniques as a baseline which are the Zero Forcing (ZF) and the CB precoders. Then we consider DBS as our contribution. For the power allocation problem we consider the LB-PA approach. First we utilize LB-PA based on full CSI. Afterwards, we relax the full CSI requirement and derive a simpler power allocation strategy that relies only on the DoA information. Then we show by simulation results how our proposed angular frequency flat framework (DBS - LB-PA with DoA information) can achieve high data rates in highly LOS environments with low overhead and low complexity requirements.

**II. System Model**

We consider a downlink MIMO system with $M$ transmit antennas at the BS and a set of $K$ UEs. Precoding techniques are applied at the transmit side in Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) mode. Each UE is assumed to have only a single receive antenna. Let $\mathbf{s} = [s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_K]^T \in \mathbb{C}^{K \times 1}$ denote the vector of the symbols to be transmitted to the $K$ UEs, $s_k$ being dedicated to UE $k$, $k \in \{1, K\}$, $\mathbf{x} = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_M]^T \in \mathbb{C}^{M \times 1}$ denote the vector of the $M$ symbols emitted from the $M$ transmit antennas, which are obtained after precoding expressed by the matrix $\mathbf{W} \in \mathbb{C}^{M \times K}$ such that:

$$\mathbf{x} = \sqrt{\eta} \mathbf{W} \mathbf{s},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\eta = \mathbb{E}(|\mathbf{W}^H\mathbf{W})|$ is the power normalization factor. The vector $\mathbf{r} = [R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_K]^T \in \mathbb{C}^{K \times 1}$ represents the symbols received by each of the $K$ UEs, where $R_k$ is the symbol received by UE $k$. It can be expressed as:

$$\mathbf{r} = \mathbf{G} \mathbf{x} + \mathbf{n},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\mathbf{n} = [n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_K]^T \in \mathbb{C}^{K \times 1}$ is the vector of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) of zero mean and variance $\mathbb{E}[N_k^* N_k] = \sigma^2$, $\forall k \in [1, K]$. While $\mathbf{G} \in \mathbb{C}^{K \times M}$ is the channel matrix between the $M$ transmit antennas and the $K$ UEs.

A perfect Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system is assumed. Thus, the channel is represented by one different matrix for each sub-carrier. $G_{k,m}$ represents a flat channel between the transmit antenna of index $m \in \{1, M\}$ and the UE $k$. Thus, the channel matrix $\mathbf{G}$ can be expressed as:

$$\mathbf{G} = \mathbf{D}^\beta \circ \mathbf{H}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$\mathbf{H} \in \mathbb{C}^{K \times M}$ is the small scale fading matrix with $\mathbb{E}[|H_{k,m}|^2] = 1$, and $\mathbf{D}_\beta \in \mathbb{C}^{K \times M}$ is the large scale fading matrix with coefficients $\beta_{k,m}$. Thus, for each sub-carrier, and for each link between transmit antenna $m$ and UE $k$ of size $d_{k,m}$, we have:

$$G_{k,m} = \sqrt{\beta_{k,m}} H_{k,m},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

and $\beta_{k,m}$ is calculated as follows:

$$\beta_{k,m} = \left( \frac{\lambda}{4\pi d_{k,m}} \right)^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength. In mmWave systems, the distance between the BS and the UEs is very large compared to the distance between the transmit antennas of the BS. Henceforth, all the distances $d_{k,m}$ can be assumed equal for all the $M$ transmit antennas. Thus, the term $\beta_{k,m}$ can be replaced by $\beta_k$, and the term $m$ can be omitted for readability $\forall m \in [1, M]$. Therefore, the channel matrix $\mathbf{G}$ can be expressed as:

$$\mathbf{G} = \mathbf{D}^\beta \mathbf{H},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $\mathbf{D}_\beta \in \mathbb{C}^{K \times K}$ becomes a diagonal matrix. Each diagonal element $\beta_k$ in $\mathbf{D}_\beta$ is the large scale fading between the BS and UE $k$.

**III. ANGULAR CHANNEL AND BEAMFORMING**

As aforementioned we consider three precoders in this paper which are ZF, CB and DBS. Their respective precoding matrices are described in more details in [12] and summed up in Table I. The channel vector between UE $k$ and the $M$ antennas of the BS can be written as follows on a flat channel:

$$\mathbf{g}_k = \sum_{l=1}^{L_k} \sqrt{\beta_{k,l}} \mathbf{a}_{k,l} e^{j\phi_{k,l}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

with $\beta_{k,l}$ and $\phi_{k,l}$ being respectively the path attenuation and the phase shift of path $l$ for user $k$. Henceforth, the steering vector $\mathbf{a}_{k,l}$ can be expressed as follows:

$$\mathbf{a}_{k,l} = [1, e^{j((M_C-1)\frac{\pi}{2} \cos(\phi_{k,l})\sin(\theta_{k,l}) \ldots, e^{j(M_C-1)\frac{\pi}{2} \cos(\phi_{k,l})\sin(\theta_{k,l}) + (M_R-1)\sin(\phi_{k,l})})]^T,$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\theta_{k,l}$ and $\phi_{k,l}$ are the azimuth and elevation angles respectively. $M_R$ and $M_C$ are the number of rows and columns of the antenna array, respectively with $M_C \times M_R = M$. $\mathbf{A}_l = [\mathbf{a}_{1,l}, \mathbf{a}_{2,l}, \ldots, \mathbf{a}_{K,l}]^T \in \mathbb{C}^{K \times 1}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precoder</th>
<th>CB</th>
<th>ZF</th>
<th>DBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{W}$</td>
<td>$\mathbf{H}^H$</td>
<td>$\mathbf{H}^H(\mathbf{H}\mathbf{H}^H)^{-1}$</td>
<td>$\mathbf{A}_k^H$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I**

PREDICTING SUMMARY
where we have first to define the leakage metric which will be considered. The constraint of complete knowledge of the channel response is closely on the BW and the coherence band. Let the Leakage resulting from the transmission to UE \( k \) of a beam to a new UE will harm its neighbors (i.e., the leakage that is produced from \( k \) signals destined for the other UEs and weighted by their respective precoders \( (w_i, \forall i \neq k \in [1,K]) \)).

From the BS’s perspective, it is relevant to know how the formation of a beam to a new UE will harm its neighbors (i.e., the leakage that will be caused). We denote the leakage created by the transmission to UE \( k \) as \( l_k \). OFDM transmission is assumed with \( N_{FFT} \) subcarriers. In the general case of \( M \) transmit antennas and \( N_{FFT} \) subcarriers, the Leakage resulting from the transmission to UE \( k \) is calculated as follows:

\[
I_k = P_k \sum_{n=1}^{N_{FFT}} \sum_{j \neq k}^{K} |g_{j,n}^T w_k[n]|^2, \tag{11}
\]

where \( g_{j,n} \) is the vector comprising, for the subcarrier \( n \), the \( M \) frequency attenuating coefficients associated with the \( M \) antenna-to-antenna links between the transmitter and the \( j \)-th receiver. Similarly, \( w_k[n] \) is the precoding vector constructed from the attenuation coefficients for the subcarrier \( n \) of the channels between the UE \( k \) and the BS.

From this expression, it is clear that the calculation of Leakage requires a complete knowledge of the channel response constructed from the frequency responses of the set of links (i.e., \( M \times K \) links), for all the subcarriers. The number of subcarriers to be estimated depends closely on the BW and the coherence band. Let \( N_B \), be the number of subcarriers in the coherence band, then, the number of coefficients to be estimated to obtain the channel frequency response is \( \frac{M \times K \times N_{FFT}}{N_B} \).

The constraint of complete knowledge of the channel response becomes problematic in Massive MIMO mmWave systems, since the number of channel coefficients to be estimated increases linearly with the number of transmit antennas.

Henceforth, the solution described in [10], which is based on complete knowledge of the propagation channel response, is not suitable for mmWave Massive MIMO systems.

Since the leakage is an evaluation of the power emitted in the direction of the other UEs, so it is possible to avoid the averaging on all the subcarriers by exploiting the angular model of the channel in Equation (7):

\[
I_k = P_k \sum_{j \neq k}^{K} \beta_{j,k} |a_j^T w_k|^2 \tag{12}
\]

Note that if we consider the pure LOS scenario, the dependence of the subcarrier index disappears. Then \( N_{FFT} = N_B \), and thus only \( M \times K \) coefficients are needed per estimation. This is due to the fact that the 1-Ray channel response is frequency flat over the BW.

Hence, an angle based precoder only needs \( 2K \) coefficients (as many azimuth and elevation angles as there are UEs) and also has optimal performance in such an ideal configuration.

V. HIERARCHICAL DBS - LB-PA FRAMEWORK

A. Overview

A situation of equity between UEs in terms of level of mutually produced Leakage is achieved by guaranteeing the following equality:

\[
P_k I_k = \xi \quad \forall k \in [1,K] \tag{13}
\]

where \( \xi \) is a constant as shown in Figure 1. This equality is easily achieved by applying the following power per UE:

\[
P_k = \frac{\xi}{\sum_{j \neq k}^{K} \sum_{l=1}^{L_j} |a_{j,l}^T w_k|^2} \tag{14}
\]

Remark: The value of \( \xi \) is chosen so as to ensure the total power constraint \( P_T \), as follows:

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{K} P_k = P_T \rightarrow \xi = \frac{P_T}{\sum_{k=1}^{K} \Lambda} \tag{15}
\]

\[
\Lambda = \frac{1}{\sum_{j \neq k}^{K} \sum_{l=1}^{L_j} |a_{j,l}^T w_k|^2} \tag{16}
\]
B. Simplifying the allocation

In this section we will describe several simplified expressions of the allocated power $P_k$ as a function of the amount of angular information available at the BS. The simulations performed, presented in section VI, show that the performance degradation remains minimal in practical situations. Nevertheless, the underlying overhead reduction is worth interest.

In all the simplified expressions which follow, we will consider the DBS precoder due to its low overhead which is suitable for the future dense networks of small cells. Thus, $P_k$ can be expressed as follows:

$$P_k = \frac{1}{\sum_{j \neq k}^{K} \sum_{l=1}^{L_j} |\beta_{j,l}|^2 |\mathbf{a}_{j,k,l}^*|^2} \quad (17)$$

1) Simplification 1: DoA + path attenuation of direct and secondary paths: Figure 2 - 1) Illustrates the amount of information known to the BS as the number of DoAs and path attenuations for each UE. Each UE $j$ returns back to the BS the information about $T_j \leq L_j$ paths detected during the estimation process. The expression of the power allocated to the UE $k$ is then:

$$P_k = \frac{1}{\sum_{j \neq k}^{K} \sum_{l=1}^{T_j} |\beta_{j,l}|^2 |\mathbf{a}_{j,k,l}^*|^2} \quad (18)$$

2) Simplification 2: DoA of direct and secondary paths: Now, if only the DoAs of $T_j \leq L_j$ paths are known to the BS for each UE $j \in [1,K]$, see Figure 2- 2), the power to be allocated to UE $k$ is expressed as:

$$P_k = \frac{1}{\sum_{j \neq k}^{K} \sum_{l=1}^{T_j} |\mathbf{a}_{j,k,l}^*|^2} \quad (19)$$

3) Simplification 3: DoA + Direct path attenuation only: This simplification considers only the direct path for each UE, estimating its DoA and its attenuation, as illustrated in Figure 2- 3). The power to be allocated to the UE $k$ then becomes:

$$P_k = \frac{1}{\sum_{j \neq k}^{K} \sum_{l=1}^{T_j} |\mathbf{a}_{j,k,l}^*|^2} \quad (20)$$

4) Simplification 4: DoA for direct path only: The expression of the allocated power only requires an estimate of the DoA from the BS as shown in Figure 2 - 4), and thus $P_k$ is calculated as follows:

$$P_k = \frac{1}{\sum_{j \neq k}^{K} |\mathbf{a}_{j,k}^*|^2} \quad (21)$$

VI. Simulation results

A. System parameters

In order to realistically evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms we develop two specific configurations in a street canyon environment, described in more details in [11]. The first one, called 1-Ray scenario, which only takes into account the LoS path between each UE and the BS. The second one, called 3-Rays, adds two perfect reflections as shown in Figure 3. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table II.

B. Representing simplified power allocation techniques

The notations used in the legend of Figures 4 & 5, displaying the simulation results are as follows:

- **Uniform**: refers to the Uniform Power Allocation (U-PA).
- **Perfect $I_k$**: corresponds to the LB-PA allocation with the Leakage known perfectly (i.e. the case in Figure 2 - 1).
- **DBS DoA and pathloss**: corresponds to the DBS precoder with LB-PA allocation given that the Leakage expression is simplified based on the LoS DoA and path loss information only as shown in Figure 2 - 3).
- **DBS DoA only**: corresponds to the DBS precoder with LB-PA allocation given that the Leakage expression is simplified based on the LoS DoA information only as shown in Figure 2 - 4).

C. Precoders

The power allocation coefficients obtained in Equation (17) and its simplifications are applied at the precoding stage, pondering each UE coefficient by its leakage energy as follows:
To ensure the global transmitted power $P_T$ remains unchanged, a normalization factor $\eta$ needs to be applied to form a normalized precoding vector $\mathbf{W}_n = \sqrt{\eta} \mathbf{W}$. This factor is expressed as follows:

$$\eta = \frac{1}{E[Tr(\mathbf{W}^H \mathbf{W})]}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

We analyze and compare the performance of the 3 aforementioned linear precoders, summed up in Table I, and described in more details in [12]. $\mathbf{H}$ is the normalized channel matrix and does not include the path loss effects as shown in Equation (6). The use of this particular matrix $\mathbf{H}$ instead of $\mathbf{G}$ is to be consistent in our performance comparison, since fairness in relation to UEs’ position influenced our choice of the $I_k$ expression.

Figure 4 shows how the LB-PA improves the sum SE obtained by the precoders that doesn’t consider minimizing the interference (CB and DBS) in the 3-Rays environment. The LB-PA is not applied to the ZF SE analysis, since the role of LB-PA in single cell scenario is to cancel the Inter User Interference (IUI), which is already canceled by ZF in this case leading to $I_k = 0$, $\forall k \in [1,K]$. The results in Figure 4 show that low complexity precoders (CB and DBS) can achieve almost the same sum SE as ZF, and they can even achieve higher SE when the number of UEs increases in dense environments. This result shows that with the low complexity-low overhead framework based on the DBS, together with LB-PA we can achieve better SE performance compared to ZF with less complexity, less overhead, and without matrix inversion limitations. Table III shows that our proposed DBS - LB-PA solution has much less complexity and less overhead compared to ZF. Moreover, it requires only $2K$ channel coefficients against $M \times K \times N_{RRH}$ in case of CB - LB-PA solution.

Impact of LB-PA on the system performance: The CB benefits from the diversity of the channel as it forms a beam adapted to it, while the DBS knows only the direction of the UEs and not their channels. However, according to Figure 4 with LB-PA the gap between DBS and CB decreases. Moreover, LB-PA succeeds in decreasing the gap significantly between CB and ZF. These results unleash the main advantage of LB-PA, which is reducing the benefit of using high complexity-high overhead signal processing techniques.

For the DBS precoder, simplifications 1,3 and 4 respectively as described in Section V, are intertwined with the curve which shows the CB performance with LB-PA based on perfect CSIT. Therefore, we can conclude that, by knowing the directions of the direct paths for each UE, we can achieve high SE with low overhead.

Comparing the results to the ZF baseline precoder we can see that the crossing point (number of UEs above which the CB and DBS outperforms the ZF) is quite higher with U-PA than with LB-PA (≈ 7 UEs with U-PA against ~ 5 UEs with LB-PA).

In order to evaluate the coverage probability and the Quality of Service (QoS) satisfaction for all the UEs in the cell, we first define a QoS constraint on per UE data rate. According to [14] the average UE data rate in 5G should be at least 0.1Gbps. In our simulations we define the acceptable outage probability to be $P_{out} = 20\%$. Thus the cell coverage probability should be at least 80%. Figure 5 gives more insights in terms of coverage and cell edge UEs’ performance. We can observe that for all the precoders based on the LB-PA the 5G per UE QoS constraint is satisfied for at least 80%. However, for the ZF, DBS precoders with U-PA the 5G per UE QoS constraint isn’t satisfied with increasing the number
of simultaneously served UEs per cell (~9 UEs in the case of ZF and ~14 in the case of DBS). Henceforth, the results reinforce our assumption that LB-PA applies some sort of fairness between the served UEs. This is due to forcing the total leakage emitted by each UE to be constant as shown in Equation (14) and Figure 1. Thus, LB-PA increases the system sum SE in a non greedy behavior, by considering the constant leakage per UE linear constraint.

### VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated how the DoA information makes an assessment of the interference in a MU transmission. We have derived simple interference-wise power allocation solutions based on the angular channel structure to relax the overhead requirements. Henceforth, the advantages of our DBS - LB-PA framework can be summarized as follows:

- It is more suitable for MU MIMO LoS dominated systems with partial channel knowledge compared to traditional complex solutions (such as ZF).
- It ensures a relative threshold of fairness between the UEs, due to minimizing the leakage.
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